Bruce Highway Upgrade Program

In addition, other works are being carried out along the length of the Bruce Highway:

- **Bruce Highway Safety Package** — aimed at improving the overall safety of the highway, by installing roadside barriers, upgrading intersections, widening shoulders and installing wide centre line treatments and audio tactile line marking.

- **Bruce Highway Pavement Widening** — widening of narrow sections of the Bruce Highway and installing wide centre line for greater separation of opposing traffic, roadside barriers and intersection improvements to enhance road safety.

- **Bruce Highway Overtaking Lanes Packages** — new overtaking lanes are planned for the Bruce Highway to allow more opportunities for overtaking, making it safer for all road users.

- **Bruce Highway Black Spots** — road locations that have a record of large numbers of crashes. There are often common problems at these sites which can be treated with engineering methods, such as new or revised traffic signals, provision of protected right turn facilities, shoulder sealing, road delineation and removal and/or shielding of roadside hazards.

- **Bruce Highway Rest Areas** — new rest areas have been completed along the Bruce Highway at locations where all road users can stop their vehicles and achieve effective rest, thereby supporting safety outcomes. A further 10 new sites and 29 upgrades to existing facilities are currently in the planning stages.